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Prime Minister's Diary

JAPAN-QATAR
JAPAN-LAOS
SUMMIT MEETING SUMMIT MEETING

Prime Minister Abe with His Highness
Sheikh Tamim Bin Hamad Al-Thani

On February 20, Prime Minister

THIRD UN WORLD
CONFERENCE ON
DISASTER RISK
REDUCTION

Prime Minister Abe with H.E. Mr.
Thongsing Thammavong

On March 6, Prime Minister Abe
attended a summit meeting and

Abe held talks with His Highness

other events with H.E. Mr. Thongsing

Sheikh Tamim Bin Hamad Al-

Thammavong, Prime Minister of the

Thani, Emir of the State of Qatar.

Lao People’s Democratic Republic.

JAPAN-POLAND
JAPAN-GERMANY
SUMMIT MEETING SUMMIT MEETING

Third UN World Conference on Disaster Risk
Reduction

O

n March 14, Prime Minister Abe
attended the Third UN World
Conference on Disaster Risk

Reduction and other events held in Sendai
City. He said: “I would like to again express
Prime Minister Abe with H.E. Mr.
Bronisław Komorowski

On February 27, Prime

Prime Minister Abe with H.E. Dr.
Angela Merkel

my appreciation for the assistance extended

On March 9, Prime Minister

Minister Abe attended a

Abe attended a summit meeting

summit meeting and other

and other events with H.E. Dr.

events with H.E. Mr. Bronisław

Angela Merkel, Chancellor of the

Komorowski, the President of

Federal Republic of Germany.

from all over the world since the occurrence
of the Great East Japan Earthquake four
years ago. Thanks to this assistance,
reconstruction is making rapid progress.
I hope you will take this opportunity to
witness the vigorous reconstruction of

the Republic of Poland.

Tohoku.”

MEMORIAL CEREMONY MARKING THE FOURTH
ANNIVERSARY OF THE GREAT EAST JAPAN EARTHQUAKE

O

n March 11, Prime Minister Abe attended the memorial
ceremony marking the fourth anniversary of the
Great East Japan Earthquake held in Tokyo in the

presence of Their Majesties the Emperor and Empress of Japan.
He said: “The calamity that resulted from the earthquake has
been an unprecedented national crisis. However, our forefathers
overcame many difficulties and, each time, stood up much
stronger. All of us must follow in their footsteps, and I would like
The memorial ceremony marking the fourth anniversary of
the Great East Japan Earthquake

to make a pledge to continue to move forward, together, for the
generations to come.”

Photographs and text courtesy of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Japan and the Cabinet Public Relations Office of the Government of Japan.
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TOURISM
IN
JAPAN
In 2003, Japan set its sights on
becoming a world-class tourist
destination with its “Visit Japan”
campaign. In 2013, the country
surpassed its target of attracting
10 million foreign visitors, only
to shatter that record in 2014 by
welcoming in over 13 million.
Japan’s next goal is to reach twenty
million foreign visitors by 2020—
doubling 2013’s target—when the
Tokyo Olympics and Paralympics take
place. In this issue, we explore some
of the countless attractions Japan has
to offer, including fresh new ways the
country is promoting its lesser-known
charms and striving to welcome more
visitors.
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OPEN DOOR
Creating a convenient, fun
and tour-friendly country
TAMI KAWASAKI

J

APAN has enjoyed a dramatic influx of overseas
visitors in recent years. That includes not just
people headed for major destinations like Tokyo
and Kyoto, but also travelers intent on enjoying the
scenery at regional destinations and events and
theme parks full of local flavor. The shape of tourism
in Japan—and the locations it is taking people
to—is becoming ever more diversified. With Tokyo
chosen as the venue for the 2020 Tokyo Olympics
and Paralympics, even greater numbers of tourists
are expected to be touring Japan. We sat down with
Shigeto Kubo, commissioner of the Japan Tourism
Agency, to hear about how the government is
working to make their travel experience even better.
What trends do you see in the number of visitors to
Japan?
There were 8.36 million visitors to Japan in 2012.
We cleared our target figure of 10 million in 2013,
and exceeded 13 million in 2014. With an increase
of five million in just two years, this has been a
dramatic leap forward. Currently we are aiming to
welcome twenty million visitors for the 2020 Tokyo
Olympics and Paralympics, and pushing closer to
our goal by promoting Japan as a tourism nation.

an Interview with
Shigeto Kubo

COMMISSIONER of the Japan Tourism
Agency
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What specific efforts are being made to open Japan
up to travelers?
We plan to continue relaxing travel visa
requirements, such as offering a one-step waiver on
visas for Indonesian nationals. We’re also planning
to cut the maximum wait time for immigration
checks at all airports—including regional ones—to
twenty minutes. To make our system as easy and
convenient as possible for visitors to enter Japan, we
are expanding the budget and number of personnel
for customs, immigration and quarantine.
We’re also posting multilingual signage at
museums, parks, tourist destinations, roadways and
public transit facilities to help travelers enjoy their
time here without struggling with the language.
We’ve held symposiums to explore this issue with
specialists, experts in the tourism industry and
foreign students studying in Japan, and have also
created a set of guidelines for multilingual services.

For instance, we are standardizing and improving the
wording used from the point of view of actual visitors;
for example, hot springs resorts should not be called
“spas,” but rather onsen, which is gradually becoming
a familiar term globally. Promoting these guidelines
will let us expand their use across the country,
fostering a more multilingual environment.
We are also expanding the availability of ATMs that
accept overseas cards and free Wi-Fi facilities—two
services that visitors have frequently requested. In
addition, we’re increasing the number of michinoeki
(roadside rest stops that offer regional food and
entertainment) and convenience stores that serve as
information hubs. We want to create a climate where
tourists can get the information they need and feel
comfortable touring without additional assistance.
In addition, we are offering information for
Muslim travelers. We seek to promote understanding
so that tourism in Japan can be better enjoyed,
through creating guidebooks listing restaurants that
offer religiously appropriate meals, places of worship
and receptive accommodations. We are also advising
Japanese restaurants and hotel operators on aspects
such as properly labeling food ingredients.
What projects are you promoting that make tourism
in Japan even more attractive?
In October 2014, we extended the tax exemption
from nonconsumable products to all products.
This means comestibles like food and alcohol,
consumables like pharmaceuticals and cosmetics,

and local specialty goods and other items are all
tax-exempt, so travelers can enjoy purchasing a
wide range of Japanese goods. We’re also setting up
tax-free counters in shopping malls or at enclosed
shopping centers so that shoppers can handle
the tax-free process for everything they buy in
a shopping mall or enclosed shopping center in one
place, instead of having to fill out paperwork at each
store, as well as simplifying the tax-free documents
themselves. We want shopping in Japan to be a
stress-free, enjoyable experience.
In terms of diversifying the travel experience
and what tourism means, we want to take Japanese
traditional cuisine—which has been gaining ground
since obtaining Intangible Cultural Heritage
status—and traditional Japanese inns—the emblem
of traditional Japanese hospitality—and make
them flagship items that define Japan’s “brand” by
promoting the delicious local food and elegant inns
available throughout the country. We want people to
feel enthusiastic about touring more places around
the country, including the areas surrounding where
they stay, and learning about Japan’s many faces,
so we’re creating various tour routes and promoting
them as ideal ways to see a bit of everything.
We also want travelers to see that Japan has
things to offer year-round, such as superb shopping,
safe and comfortable transit options and a robust
support structure that makes travel easy. We invite
everyone to come to Japan and experience our spirit
of hospitality firsthand.
Numbers of Foreign Tourists Visiting Japan by Country / Region—2014

Changes in the Number of International Visitors to Japan
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Easy
Navigation
2

T

AKAYAMA city in Gifu Prefecture ranks
alongside Kyoto and Nara as a three-star
Michelin tour destination. With a population
of just 92,000 people, the city hosted a total of
280,000 overnight guests in 2014. The home of the
Takayama Matsuri, considered one of Japan’s top three
most beautiful festivals (the other two are the Gion
Matsuri in Kyoto and Chichibu Yomatsuri Festival in
Saitama Prefecture), and the source of famous Hida
beef, Takayama also has ancient streetscapes like
Sanmachi and Shimominomachi-oojinmachi—two
areas nationally recognized as Important Preservation
Districts for Groups of Traditional Buildings. Hida
Takayama Onsen and the ichii itto carvings of yew
wood, a nationally recognized traditional art form, also
draw visitors. Takayama has succeeded in promoting

8
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Creating a town that
travelers can enjoy
exploring unaided
RIEKO SUZUKI
1

its considerable charms both domestically and
abroad, securing a major slice of inbound tourism.
“Takayama formally launched efforts to promote
itself as a tourist destination for overseas visitors in
1986, when the former Ministry of Transport selected
it as a model city for international tourism,” explains
Takahiro Kuzui of Takayama’s Office of Strategic
Inbound Tourism. “That same year, following the
Takayama city government’s memorandum on
international tourist sites, we pursued a range of
improvements, among them providing all of our
signage in English. From 1996, under the slogan
‘A town easy to live in is one easy to visit,’ we have
taken various measures to break both information
and physical barriers in the town: we revised our
website to support different languages, made our
roads handicap-accessible, retrofitted eighty public
and fifty private restrooms to make them universally
accessible and ostomate-friendly, and created
other barrier-free facilities like ‘accessible’ rooms at
hotels and ramps into hot springs bathtubs. We also
promoted trial tours and used visitor feedback to
deploy new policies.”
Alight at Takayama Station and the first thing
you’ll see is a large map of the area’s attractions;
the town distributes the same map in ten different

3

4

languages. All maps the town uses have the same
scale, making them easy to follow. English-language
interpreters are permanently installed at the Visit
Japan Information Booth, and there are 40 signposts
available in Japanese, English, Chinese (both
traditional and simplified) and Korean, as well as
260 roadside signs in Japanese and English installed
around the town. Hida Minzoku Mura Folk Village also
offers public Wi-Fi that can be used free for a week.
“Since the ‘Visit Japan’ campaign the Ministry of
Land, Infrastructure, Transport and Tourism began
in 2003, the number of visitors to Japan started
rising, and visitors to Takayama increased steadily as
well,” Kuzui says. “However, we didn’t want to take
a passive stance on this, so we’ve revised our website
and created pamphlets outlining the support offered
at accommodations and restaurants. We also hold
training events, distribute DVDs and pamphlets about
Takayama in six languages, and exhibit at tourism fairs
overseas. Our effort and proactiveness allowed us to go
from 50,000 visitors in 2003 to 280,000 last year.”
Such initiatives are not limited to Takayama’s
government, either. The private sector is also
working hard to lure overseas visitors: local tourism
associations and hotel groups collaborate with the city
through the Hida Takayama International Tourism

5

Promotion Convention, hunting for effective ways
to promote the city overseas and heighten its
consciousness as a tourist site, as well as making an
effort to share such awareness.
Today Takayama Station has numerous visitors
from abroad. Here amid this rustic townscape,
irrigation ditches stream beneath the eaves filled
with rows of latticed bay windows, the curtains of
old established shops are set out, and sake brewers
hang their sakabayashi—large ornamental balls made
of Japanese cedar twigs. While walking among these
streets filled with the atmosphere of traditional
Japan, you will frequently cross paths with foreign
tourists. And you can sense that they are able to fully
enjoy their sight-seeing because they can utilize
multilingual support. With more and more travelers
coming to Japan each year, Takayama is in a favorable
position to continue its growth as a town that foreign
visitors can enjoy exploring on their own.

1
2
3
4
5

The picturesque environs of Hida Minzoku Mura Folk Village
Roadside signage is provided in Japanese, English, Chinese and
Korean
Foreign tourists explore Takayama’s ancient streets
The Takayama Matsuri is rated as one of Japan’s top three most
beautiful festivals
Hida Takayama Onsen, an open-air hot springs
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SAKE BREWERY
TOURISM

Tasting the wares of a
world-champion sake
brewery town
TAMI KAWASAKI

J

APAN’s traditional sake breweries are known as
sakagura. Kashima, a city in Saga Prefecture, came
up with the concept of “sake brewery tourism,”
where visitors tour breweries and sample the rich brews
each sakagura offers. The chance to savor so many fine
sakes has drawn travelers from both Japan and abroad,
and proven to be a huge success.
Brewery tourism began when Nabeshima, a brand
Kashima brewery Fukuchiyo Shuzō produces, was
crowned champion sake at the 2011 International
Wine Challenge, one of the world’s most prestigious
wine competitions. In the wake of that impressive
award, all eyes were on Kashima as “the town that
produced world-champion sake.” So in March 2012,
the town organized an event where six hometown
breweries held a joint kurabiraki—a start-of-year open
house where visitors can sample the various sakes a

10
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brewery produces. (The breweries previously held
their kurabiraki separately.) The festival—dubbed
Kashima Sake Brewery Tourism—attracted thirty
thousand thirsty tourists: a crowd equal in size to
the population of Kashima itself.
“This year will mark the fourth Kashima
Brewery Tourism event, and we’ve had years when
we’ve attracted fifty thousand attendees,” says
Kenichi Ejima of the Kashima City Commerce and
Tourism Division enthusiastically. “Kashima is a
pastoral town, but during the two days of the event,
we’re packed with visitors, so we offer free bus
services and special train services.”
Since alcohol takes center stage at this event,
public transportation is made widely available for
tourists. Along with comparing the first sakes of the
season that debut at the brewery openings, tourists
can also enjoy Kashima’s unique cuisine, culture
and history. With the domestic and global boom
in Japanese cuisine, itineraries that allow visitors
to savor the attractions to be found in Kashima’s
unique natural location between the mountains
and the sea—Mount Tara and the Ariake Sea, to be
precise—have proven to be big hits.

3

Kashima has long been blessed with pure waters
and delicious rice, and its sake breweries have
prospered since the Edo Period (1603-1868). Breweries
dating from the seventeenth to the early nineteenth
centuries have collaborated to create the designated
historical preservation district of Hizen-Hama
Shuku, one of the venues for Kashima Sake Brewery
Tourism. Hizen-Hama Shuku offers sights such as
townhouses with samurai-style thatched roofs that
evoke fond memories of days gone by. Nearby Yūtoku
Inari Shrine—one of Japan’s three main Inari shrines
(the other two being Fushimi Inari Taisha in Kyoto
City and Aichi Prefecture’s Toyokawa Inari, although
the shrines listed might be different depending on
the literature) dedicated to Inari, the Japanese god of
prosperity—is also a famous sightseeing spot, receiving
over three million visitors per year.
“Yūtoku Inari Shrine has long attracted many
visitors from Taiwan, China, Korea and elsewhere
in Asia seeking blessings for prosperity and family
fortune,” says Yukihiro Minematsu, president of
Sachihime Brewery, the creator of Yūtoku Inari’s
sacred sake. The richly colored shrine has served as
a filming location for a hit drama made in Thailand,
leading to an increase in Thai visitors. The shrine
also attracts many American tourists from the Sasebo
military base in neighboring Nagasaki Prefecture.
Sachihime Brewery is open for tourists to observe
the brewing process, and its president notes: “We
provide brewery tours for tourists from overseas, with
explanations of the brewing procedure printed in

4
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4

The exterior of Minematsu Sake Brewery
Visitors sampling the brews at the Kashima Sake Brewery
Tourism festival
A gathering of Kashima's brewers
Yūtoku Inari Shrine, where visitors ask for prosperity and
good luck

English. We conclude the tours with free tastings of
the varieties of sake we produce. Our umeshu plum
liqueur—made by steeping plums in traditional
Japanese sake—has proven to be our most popular
product.”
Minematsu Brewery president Kazukiyo
Minematsu chairs the promotional group behind
the Kashima Sake Brewery Tourism event. “The
breweries of this region have always gotten along
well,” he says with a fond expression toward his
4
hometown. “That’s why we’ve been able to attempt
an experiment like this.” Starting in 2015, breweries
in surrounding districts, along with the town of
Ureshino Onsen and Japan Rail Kyushu, will begin
participating in the Sake Brewery Tourism event.
Expanding tourism to a wider area is a
priority for the promotional group, and efforts
are under way to strengthen tourism support
structures through measures such as improving
transportation and boosting the number of
knowledgeable staff members. As Kazukiyo
Minematsu says with a smile, “Our greatest joy is
to enable everyone, both in Japan and abroad, to
enjoy the sake produced in the Kashima area and
experience its flavor.”
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Hometown Roots

A taste of green tourism in traditional Japan
SELENA HOY

A

LONG Honshu’s western coast on the
narrow finger jutting out into the Sea of
Japan called Noto Peninsula lies Shunran
no Sato, a group of agricultural villages in
Ishikawa Prefecture where forty-seven traditional
farmhouses serve as minshuku, or Japanese-style
guesthouses. The lifestyle of the people in Shunran
no Sato provides a glimpse into a bygone era of
traditional and rural Japan that is still alive and
well in this remote enclave.
Although the village is secluded, it drew eleven
thousand visitors last year, and more than a tenth
of them came from abroad—no small feat for an
area with a population of only nine hundred.
Visitors are turning up here despite the lack of
bullet trains, fast food restaurants and neon lights,
and perhaps because of what’s being called “green
tourism.” Here there are rice paddies and vegetable

1
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fields, mountains and streams, forests and the warm,
hardy people who live off the land. And they’re ready
to share their lives with visitors.
At Shunran no Yado, one of the large wooden
farmhouses, guests take their shoes off in the
entryway and sit on floor cushions in a cozy room
warmed by an irori, or sunken hearth. An iron kettle
hangs on a hook above glowing coals. Kiichiro Tada,
who owns this house, bustles around making tea
and serving snacks. As his visitors settled in, Tada
told them he thinks people enjoy it here because it’s
a different kind of lodging. “If you stay in hotels in
New York, Paris, London or Tokyo, it’s all the same.
This is the real Japan.”
Shunran no Yado offers that authentic experience.
A kotatsu—a table with a built-in heater (charcoal fire
or electric) covered with a quilt—keeps guests warm.
Visitors sleep on futon laid out neatly on tatami

2

mats in another room. Back in the hearth room, a
small kamidana (Shinto altar) is placed just below
the rafters of the high ceilings for luck and good
fortune.
“Eat your snacks!” Tada admonishes, putting a
few pieces of locally produced coal on the fire.
“We only serve food taken from this area,” Tada
notes. The meals are all homemade and largely
vegetarian, using produce and rice grown in nearby
fields, mushrooms and greens gleaned from the
forest, and the occasional river fish caught in local
streams. They don’t use any sugar or chemical
additives, relying instead on time-honored methods
to create tasty dishes like pickled daikon radish,
ginger, umeboshi (salted plums) and fermented rice
bran. “We’ve got things you can’t eat in the capital,
that you can’t find in the supermarket,” Tada notes.
“If you come here, you can get things found only
here.”
Guests can also try their hand at gathering
local delicacies themselves, in one of the many
“experiences” Shunran no Yado offers. Activities
include collecting akatake and nomero mushrooms
in the fall, making mochi and miso or weaving
brooms and slippers in the winter, picking
mountain greens in the spring, and working in
the fields in the summer to gather vegetables
4

3

or cultivate rice. Food always seems to taste
better when it’s been gathered and prepared by
hand, especially when served on beautiful local
lacquerware called wajima-nuri—a traditional
craft well-known in Japan as the most prized
lacquerware—as is the custom here.
And unlike at hotels and inns in the big city,
guests here don’t simply eat their meals and then
go back to their rooms and shut the door. Instead
they linger by the irori, chatting with their hosts,
swapping stories and songs, and learning about
local history. Tada talks about the tanuki (wild
raccoon dogs) that came to steal his kabocha squash
left on the front porch. “But how do you know it’s a
tanuki?” he’s asked. “Because!” he exclaims, “only
a tanuki would steal a kabocha! You didn’t know
that?”
Shunran no Sato may have no fast food
restaurants or cinemas, but visitors will no doubt
find plenty of ways to relax and fill their time
here.
1
2
3
4
5

One of Shunran no Sato’s many guesthouses
Making mochi: one of many experiences visitors can enjoy
Visitors gathering wild greens to eat
Visitors chat with their hosts and listen to songs and tales
A set of wajima-nuri, the exquisite lacquerware made in
the region

5
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ISLAND
RIDE
The superb scenery
of the Shimanami Sea
Route cycling course

Safe, fun and beautiful cycling along the Setouchi Shimanami Sea
Route

14
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RIEKO SUZUKI

L

AST year CNN labeled the Setouchi
Shimanami Sea Route one of “the
world’s seven most incredible bike
routes.” Connecting the cities of Onomichi
in Hiroshima Prefecture and Imabari in
Ehime Prefecture, the seventy-kilometer
cycling route—which takes cyclists across
six islands along the Seto Inland Sea—is
attracting intense interest from overseas
tourists.
Dubbed a “holy ground for cyclists,” the
Shimanami Sea Route is already hugely
popular in Japan. Yoshimasa Kuwata of the
Onomichi Tourism Office provided a better
sense of this unique byway.
“The Setouchi Shimanami Sea Route
opened on May 1, 1999, and offers the only
bridge connecting the islands of Honshu
and Shikoku that accommodates bicycle and
foot traffic,” he explains. “At the Shimanami
Sea Route ’99 event held to commemorate
the grand opening, we offered a rent-a-cycle
service. It proved to be a big hit, so after the
event ended we decided to continue the
service.”
Cyclists can borrow rental bikes in one
city or prefecture and drop them off in
another, and choose from a wide variety
of routes, with different combinations
of distances, travel times and other
transportation facilities. The blue line
painted along the recommended cycling
route clearly marks the distance from
either of the two starting points, Imabari
or Onomichi, so riders can reach their
destination even without a map.
The rent-a-cycle service offers a total
of 1700 different bicycles, including city
cycles, bikes for children, hybrid bicycles,
mountain bicycles, tandem cycles and
electric-assist bicycles (only tandem cycles
and electric-assist bicycles have to be

returned to a specified center). Specialists
perform maintenance on the bikes on a regular
basis to keep them running properly. Traveling
by bicycle allows visitors the flexibility to tour
more of the larger hub cities, sampling local
cuisine at smaller establishments that use
fresh local ingredients and staying at local
inns.
“Only the Shimanami Sea Route allows you
to use a bicycle to tour the celebrated beauty
of the Seto Inland Sea’s many islands,” Kuwata
says, emphasizing the route’s charms. “It
offers exquisite views of scenery from both
its bridges and the coastline, and you can see
places from perspectives that no other type
of vehicle allows. And since the cycling route
runs through local communities on each
island, you can experience local hospitality as
well.”

The Sunrise Itoyama bicycle rental center

The Cycle Oases stationed along the route
offer restrooms, drinking water and simple
bicycle maintenance tools such as air pumps.
Local businesses can register as independent
support stations. There are fifty-nine of them
in Onomichi alone, evidence of the depth of
local support and hospitality.
“In 2014, approximately 3500 foreign
tourists gave us rave reviews on their
experiences about riding the Shimanami

Hiroshima
Prefecture

Onomichi
Mukaishima

Setoda

Omishima

Innoshima

Hakatajima
Oshima
Ehime
Prefecture

Imabari

Shimanami Sea Route Expressway
Shimanami Sea Route Cycling Road

Cycling map

Sea Route starting from Onomichi on a rent-a-cycle
bicycle, experiencing the splendor of the scenery,
and interacting with the locals,” Kuwata adds.
“Three years ago, the president of the world-famous
bicycle manufacturer Giant from Taiwan visited
and mentioned us on his website and blog. We’ve
also presented at tourism exhibitions in Taiwan and
South Korea, and we were featured last year on CNN;
we’ve had a steady stream of opportunities to attract
attention from abroad.
“We have already started offering cycling
maps, signposts along the route, and pamphlets
explaining how to use the route in Japanese, English,
Chinese and Korean,” he continues. “We also have
English-speaking personnel on staff at our major
tourist information centers, so I believe our foreign
visitors can enjoy a hassle-free experience. In the
future we’ll be offering pamphlets with even more
detailed information in multiple languages, and
we’re looking into distributing them at smaller
inns and restaurants. Our goal is to provide proper
maintenance and service along this cycling route the
world so loves.”
With the possibilities it presents for rambling
through the picturesque Seto Inland Sea and the
great hospitality of the locals, the Shimanami
Sea Route is steadily becoming a favored tourist
destination for travelers from around the world.
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OUTSIDE
PERSPECTIVES
Two JET Programme
participants describe
the enchantments of
Kyoto
KAZUMA OSAKI

T

HE JET Programme is a project local
government organizations launched in
cooperation with the Ministry of Internal
Affairs and Communications, the Ministry of Foreign
Affairs, the Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports,
Science and Technology and the Council of Local
Authorities for International Relations that aims
to internationalize local Japanese regions. The
participants come from abroad to live in various
municipalities throughout Japan and help with
tasks such as mutual understanding between Japan
and other countries and to help internationalize
their adopted communities. Two JET Programme
participants based in Kyoto, Mark Garratt from the
UK and Alice Bonamy from France, described the
attractions of Kyoto from their foreign perspectives.
Both of them are Coordinators of International
Relations in the JET programme, assigned to assist
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2

Japan’s local government offices in international
exchange activities. Mark works at the Kyoto
Prefectural Office’s International Affairs
Division, primarily handling translation and
interpretation tasks, while Alice works at the
Kyoto Prefectural International Center. Her duties
include translation, interpretation and helping
to planning events such as salons for discussing
international exchange and cross-cultural
understanding.
The two Kyoto dwellers speak passionately
about the fascinations of Kyoto. Mark says
his favorite tourist site is Tenryu-ji Temple
in Arashiyama. He notes that the temple is
surrounded by a carefully maintained garden that
displays different faces from season to season.
“It’s a fascinating place because foreign tourists
that visit it can enjoy the ancient Japanese garden
and temples that they want to see,” he says.
Alice mentions that she wants more attention
paid to tourist sites in Kyoto Prefecture as a
whole rather than just urban Kyoto, such as
Ohara Village where visitors can have a diverse
experience that ranges from temples to rural
landscapes, and nostalgic townscapes to washoku
(Japanese cuisine) that incorporate Kyoyasai
(vegetables grown in the Kyoto area).

3

“Even aside from Ohara, if you go to tourist
sites such as Kurama and Kibune, you can enjoy
kawadoko-ryori [restaurants set up above the river
in summer] while experiencing the atmosphere of
being surrounded by abundant nature,” she says.
“There are also the thatched roof houses of Kayabuki
no Sato in Miyama town, where you can experience
something unique.”
Through their lives in Kyoto, the two say they have
come to understand the city better. “My original
image of Kyoto was void of any skyscrapers,” Mark
says. “Instead I pictured the townscape of Gion that I
often saw in anime and movies.” He was shocked by
the modern spectacle surrounding Kyoto Station. By
getting to know small stores that sandwich narrow
streets such as Nishiki market, however, he explains
that he has finally seen Kyoto as it is in people’s daily
lives. As food ingredients and dishes are bought and
sold, one can feel the essence and charm of Kyoto by
looking at this bustling scene from the ordinary lives
of local residents.
Alice relates that she first came to Kyoto while
traveling in Japan during college. “However, I was
mostly interested in pop culture at the time, and
after the hustle of Tokyo, I thought Kyoto only had
a lot of temples and maiko (apprentice geisha), so
I found it somewhat boring,” she says. After she

4

started living in Kyoto, though, she realized she
had only glimpsed the city’s surface. Seeing people
wearing kimonos on a daily basis and streets tucked
between traditional old buildings with small crafts
shops hidden away, she was touched by the wide
range of Kyoto’s culture. “The more time you spend in
Kyoto, the more the city opens up to you,” she notes.
The two say the best way to enjoy Kyoto is to walk
around the city without a guide and fully immerse
yourself in the townscape and the lives of the local
people. “In particular, if you go to supermarkets and
see Kyoyasai, you can examine the way the people of
Kyoto really live, and it is absorbing,” Mark explains.
Perhaps for Alice and Mark, the fascination of
Kyoto is the chance to experience Japanese culture
and tradition more deeply than anywhere else. At
the same time, many aspects of Japanese culture are
hard to precisely convey to non-Japanese because the
culture is so singular and so thoroughly deeply rooted
in society. The two will continue to promote this city
so that more foreigners can enjoy Kyoto in a wider
context.

1
2
3
4

Summer dining; a kawakado-ryori restaurant
Mark Garratt and Alice Bonamy
Kyoto is filled with picturesque side streets like this
Alice with a friend at Ohara Village
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WHAT MADE
YOU A FAN
OF JAPAN?
revealing perspectives
and practical
suggestions from
foreign residents

M

ANY foreign visitors come here with
diverse images of what Japan is like,
and discover that the warm hospitality
of real Japanese people and experiences you’ll
find nowhere else are what make this country so
appealing and unforgettable.
To get an insider’s view of the best sightseeing
spots, cultural elements and must-try activities
and cuisine—and what they’ve learned along the
way—we asked a group of Japan’s foreign residents to
share their unique perspectives.

On Shikoku’s 88-temple pilgrimage (Noam Katz)
Sunrise at Mount Ishizuchi on Shikoku (Noam Katz)
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The Taiko Festival, Izu Peninsula (Mike Kanert)

What is your favorite place in Japan?
NOAM KATZ: The island of Shikoku, and
Tokushima Prefecture in particular. I lived on
this island for many years and experienced the
deep kindness of people there, and built lasting
relationships with them. I also found its history
fascinating, such as the 88-temple pilgrimage,
and loved the incredibly scenic natural
surroundings that include rivers, dramatic
mountains and wide-open beaches.
MICHAEL KANERT: I would say that my
favorite place in Japan remains the Izu
Peninsula, where I lived during my first two
years in Japan. I taught English in a small
fishing and tourist town in the peninsula’s
southwest, and I still consider many of the
people I met there to be my closest friends.
Their generosity in welcoming me into their
lives—inviting me to participate in everything
from sporting clubs to tea ceremonies and taiko
(drum) festivals—is something I will never
forget.
ELLERY SMITH: One of my favorite places in
Japan has to be Tottori. With a relatively small
population, there is room to roam around, relax
and get away from the hustle and bustle of city
life. The waters are crystal clear there, and you
can unwind and gorge yourself on a delicious
seafood feast.

What’s your favorite tourist spot?
MICHAEL KANERT: If you’re in Japan in May
or June, you have a rare opportunity to see Yukino-Otani, or the “Great Snow Field,” in Toyama
Prefecture. This is a stretch of mountain road
that’s walled in by snow up to twenty meters high
on either side. The incredible natural snowfall
of Mount Tateyama is carved out every spring to
reveal this unparalleled sight.
DANIELLE AUSEMS: My favorite tourist spot
is Hiraizumi in Iwate Prefecture. The Hiraizumi
Cultural Heritage Center is helpful, giving enough
explanation in English to help you understand the
various ruins, as well as a general history of the
area. Many of Hiraizumi’s temples and gardens still
stand, making it a picturesque place even without
the historical background. If you manage to come
in July, you might have the rare pleasure of seeing
the Chuson-ji lotus bloom, a flower reintroduced in
the modern era from seeds that had been dormant
for eight hundred years!
TODD PHILLIPS: If you like snowboarding, I
highly recommend visiting Hakuba, a famous ski
resort town in Nagano Prefecture in the northern
Japan Alps. It boasts several famous ski resorts.
After the slopes, relaxing in a real onsen (hot-spring
bath) soothes the aches and pains that inevitably
accumulate during the day.
Snowboarding at Hakuba in the Japan Alps (Todd Phillips)

Toyama's great snow wall: Yuki-no-Otani (Michael Kanert)
Chuson-ji's Noh stage, Hiraizumi City (Danielle Ausems)

What do you like best about Japanese culture?
SELENA HOY: I really like the custom of gift giving.
People are generally very thoughtful, and it’s not
uncommon to give small gifts to say hello, thank
you, or when you go to visit someone. Gift giving is a
nice tradition that I try to maintain in my own life.
MICHAEL KANERT: I deeply appreciate the
ingrained politeness of Japanese people. This kind
of respectful and peaceful attitude illuminates
a generosity and calmness that put me at ease
wherever I go in Japan.
NAYALAN MOODLEY: The Japanese community
spirit. I find people are very honest here, and take
extreme pride in their community and personal
integrity. As a result, communities are strong and
help each other through tough times. If you work
hard as well and are an upstanding individual, they
will support you as one of their own, regardless of
where you come from or what you look like. They
will also go out of their way to help visitors and
tourists find their way and enjoy their stay.
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What Japanese custom surprised you the most?

NOAM KATZ: The use of white masks to cover the
face is something that surprised me quite a bit.
That’s because covering one’s face is generally not
done in the U.S., and such masks are also usually
used only by doctors and nurses, and sometimes
cleaning staff. When I first saw people wearing
masks on trains and in crowded cities, I wondered if
I should be wearing one as well!
MICHAEL KANERT: When I first arrived in Japan, I
was quite startled to be greeted with the expression
“Irasshaimase” whenever I stepped into a shop.
In Canada, you can typically walk into a store
unnoticed and browse around without encountering
any staff until you ask for help. Now, of course, I find
it a welcome greeting—and when I return to Canada,
I feel lonely when I walk into a shop and the staff say
nothing to me at all.

What souvenir is a must-have from Japan?

NOAM KATZ: Tenugui—inexpensive, light and
compact hand towels made of cotton, and often
having intricate designs or colorful patterns. They
won’t burden the traveler and their incredible
versatility makes them great gifts for others or for
your own use, since they can function as towels,
wrapping for presents, or simply be hung up for
decoration.
NAYALAN MOODLEY: Anything handmade.
Japanese artisans are some of the finest in the world,
and they perfect their art to levels that I’ve not seen
anywhere else, whether it’s a leather bag, designer
jacket or a kokeshi doll. If it is handmade in Japan,
it’s going to be the best quality you will ever find.
GHISELLE CAMACHO: A summer yukata (light
cotton kimono) for women and girls, and a jinbei
(men’s light summer clothes) for men and boys.
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Hiroshima-style okonomiyaki (Ghiselle Camacho)

What Japanese dish or food do you
particularly recommend?

MICHAEL KANERT: While I love so many
kinds of Japanese food, I’ve never been able to
find anything to match Hiroshima-yaki. This
is a regional variant of okonomiyaki, a kind of
savory pancake eaten in many areas of Japan.
However, in addition to cabbage, batter and meat
or seafood, Hiroshima-yaki incorporates soba or
udon noodles as well as a fried egg, and can even
include cheese or mochi (sticky pounded rice) for
a unique dining experience.
NOAM KATZ: For anyone that likes sushi, I’d
recommend trying kaiten-zushi (conveyor belt
sushi). These are inexpensive places to eat sushi
and quite fun as well. Those who feel less than
confident about communicating in Japanese can
simply pull their desired food from the conveyor
belt. Many kaiten-zushi restaurants have recently
begun featuring multilingual menus.
SELENA HOY: I’m vegetarian, so some Japanese
food is hard for me to eat. However, I love
Japanese macrobiotic food—brown rice, tofu, and
colorful and flavorful local seasonal vegetables
are a real treat. I love Japanese vegetables like
Kyoto carrots, kabocha squash, nanohana
(rapeseed), lotus root, bamboo shoots, shungiku
(chrysanthemum greens) and many more.
Kaiten-zushi—sushi delivered on a conveyor belt (Noam Katz)

What is one activity tourists should experience
before leaving Japan?

DANIELLE AUSEMS: For the ultimate in
relaxation, a combination of onsen and a ryokan
(traditional Japanese inn) is the way to go. My
favorite ryokan is up in Aomori Prefecture, a cozy
place called Aoni Onsen Ryokan. The main appeal
of this place is the gas lanterns that light the rooms,
since they use virtually no electricity. There’s no
Internet and Wi-Fi signal available, which forces
you to take a step back, relax, and reconnect with
yourself and nature while you alternate napping
with taking long soaks.
TODD PHILLIPS: Visit an izakaya, a Japanese-style
bar or pub often housed in older buildings. You can
experience a meal unlike anything you’ve had back
in your home country—an all-you-can-eat, all-youcan-drink meal at a relatively low cost. Prices range
from 3,000 to 5,000 yen, and usually there’s a time
limit of two to three hours. Food consists of salads,
sashimi (raw fish), grilled meat and seafood. It truly
is a wonderful experience!
Aoni Onsen Ryokan in Aomori Prefecture (Danielle Ausems)

The seas around Tottori (Ellery Smith)

Is there anything you want to tell tourists
coming to Japan?

ELLERY SMITH: Do as much research into the
social norms and cultural faux-pas as you can. I
had an embarrassing situation where I stuck my
chopsticks into my rice. Apparently, sticking your
chopsticks in rice like that is a funeral custom.
GHISELLE CAMACHO: If traveling through Japan’s
rural areas makes you nervous because of language
concerns, have a look online. Most towns and cities
will have a small English-speaking organization.
They are usually volunteer groups. If you contact
them directly, they’ll jump at the chance to
welcome you, show you their hometown and teach
you about Japanese culture.
DANIELLE AUSEMS: Please be considerate.
Japanese people are very proud of their country’s
hospitality and politeness, so chances are low that
anyone will try to correct any accidental offensive
behavior. On the other hand, if you make a good
impression, you might inspire someone you meet to
come visit your country as a tourist!
DANIELLE AUSEMS, American (3.5 years in Japan)
ELLERY SMITH, American (3 years in Japan)
GHISELLE CAMACHO, Canadian (17 years in Japan)
MICHAEL KANERT, Canadian (14 years in Japan)
NAYALAN MOODLEY, South African (7 years in Japan)
NOAM KATZ, American (10 years in Japan)
SELENA HOY, American (9 years in Japan)
TODD PHILLIPS, New Zealander (21 years in Japan)
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JAPAN EVENT
CALENDAR

Now that you are in Japan, be sure to go
beyond the usual tourist destinations and
take part in some of the fascinating festivals
and events held locally all over the country.
There are many unique events going on
throughout the year, so you’ll have no
shortage of chances and options.

April

YAYOI FESTIVAL
The Yayoi Festival signals the arrival of
spring in Nikko, which has temples and
shrines registered as World Heritage sites.
The main attraction takes place on April
17: a parade of a dozen beautifully adorned
floats called hana-yatai from each town. This
festival dates back to the eighth century.
Futarasan Jinja Shrine, Nikko City / Tochigi
Prefecture April 13 and 17
FUJI SHIBAZAKURA FESTIVAL
The largest festival of its kind, this spectacle
features 800,000 pink moss phlox petals
carpeting the grounds that sweep toward
Mount Fuji. The contrast of lively colors
against the mountain scenery is stunning,
and people flock here to see the foot of
Japan’s iconic peak decorated in floral finery.
Kawaguchikocho, Yamanashi Prefecture
April 18 to May 31

AOI MATSURI
Some five hundred people wearing
splendid ancient costumes and
traditional makeup parade through
the main streets of Kyoto during this
festival, which got its name because aoi
(hollyhock) leaves are used as ornaments
not only on the people’s costumes, but
even on cows and horses.
Shimogamo-jinja Shrine and
Kamigamo-jinja Shrine, Kyoto City
May 15

PHOTO: ©Q.SAWAMI ©JNTO

June

CHAGU CHAGU UMAKO HORSE
FESTIVAL
Around a hundred horses, fitted with
brightly colored harnesses and lots of
bells, parade from Takizawa City to
Morioka City, a distance of approximately
15 kilometers. Chagu chagu is an
onomatopoeic expression for the bells
sounding as the horses trot along.
Takizawa City, Iwate Prefecture
June 13

HAKATA GION YAMAKASA FESTIVAL
Men carrying yamakasa—large floats, each
weighting about a ton, elaborately decorated
for this festival—race through the streets of
Hakata at full speed. The sight of the men
focusing all their strength and energy on the
floats captivates the hearts of spectators, who
number as many as a million people.
Hakata-ku, Fukuoka City July 1 to 15

August

MIYAJIMA KANGENSAI FESTIVAL
Kangen is Japanese court music played on
various flutes, drums and Japanese stringed
instruments. In the ancient capital, nobles
used to enjoy the graceful orchestra festival by
playing kangen instruments on boats floating
on ponds and rivers. Approximately eight
centuries ago, Taira-no-Kiyomori (1118-1181)—
the warlord of the latter years of the Heian
Period—remodeled Itsukishima Shrine and
brought the customs then prevalent to this
land to hold a ceremony dedicated to the gods.
Itsukushima Shrine, Hiroshima Prefecture
August 1
AOMORI NEBUTA MATSURI
This event is held in the Tohoku region on
July 7 of the lunar calendar. Massive frames
made of bamboo and wood are covered
with paper illustrated with historic figures,
samurai warriors and birds and beasts. These
are illuminated from within and set up on
yatai floats and vehicles, which proceed in the
Aomori Nebuta (Neputa in Hirosaki) parade.
The festivals in Aomori City and Hirosaki are
especially well known, attracting tourists
from all areas of Japan and overseas.
Throughout Aomori City, Aomori Prefecture
August 2 to 7

PHOTO: ©AKIRA OKADA ©JNTO
PHOTO: ©IWATE PREFECTURE ©JNTO

May

HAMAMATSU FESTIVAL
More than a hundred huge fighting kites are
launched into the skies over the Nakatajima
Dunes—one of Japan’s three largest sand
dunes—that overlook the Enshunada Sea.
These kites measure 3.5 meters by 3.5 meters,
and when a trumpet sounds the battle begins.
Making the five-millimeter-thick hemp
strings intertwine, the kite-fliers try to cut
their opponents’ strings by friction, making
the battle exciting and worth watching.
Nakatajima Dunes, Hamamatsu City,
Shizuoka Prefecture May 3 to 5
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July

SUMIDAGAWA HANABI TAIKAI
This is one of Tokyo’s major fireworks
displays. On the last Saturday of July, the
evening sky in the old part of town turns
into a spectacle of dazzling colors from
several tens of thousands of fireworks.
This annual event is said to have
originated in the custom of the common
people of Edo viewing fireworks while
enjoying the relative coolness of the
summer evening.
Taito-ku and Sumida-ku, Tokyo July 25

PHOTO: ©YASUFUMI NISHI ©JNTO

SENDAI TANABATA MATSURI
This is a Tanabata event (the Star Festival) held
in Sendai, the central city of the Tohoku region,
celebrating an ancient legend. Gorgeous
decorations made of bamboo and Japanese
paper called sasatake are put up in the arcades
in front of Sendai Station and throughout the

city in what appears to be a contest to come up
with the most striking colors and displays.
Sendai City, Miyagi Prefecture August 6 to 8

PHOTO: ©YASUFUMI NISHI ©JNTO

AWA-ODORI FOLK DANCE FESTIVAL IN
TOKUSHIMA
This Tokushima festival features folkdances
performed to welcome the souls of ancestors
during the O-bon season (mid-August). It
is well known throughout Japan for the
words “It’s a fool who dances and a fool who
watches!” that are voiced to set the rhythm,
regardless of their meaning.
Tokushima City, Tokushima Prefecture
August 12 to 15

PHOTO: ©JNTO

September

OWARA KAZE-NO-BON FESTIVAL
This traditional folk event is designed to
appease the wind and appeal for a bountiful
crop, and takes place every year for three days
from September 1. It corresponds to the 210th
day from the first day of spring according
to the traditional Japanese calendar, and is
considered the time of the year that is often
beset by calamities such as typhoons. Although
there are many explanations about its origins,
it is generally believed that the O-bon ritual of
paying homage to ancestors was merged with a
festival praying for a rich harvest.
Toyama City, Toyama Prefecture
September 1 to 3

October

TAKAYAMA MATSURI AUTUMN FESTIVAL
The Takayama Festival, cited as one of Japan’s
three most beautiful festivals, actually is
a combination of two festivals: the Sanno
Matsuri at Hie Shrine and the Hachiman
Matsuri at Sakurayama Hachiman Shrine. The
Hachiman Matsuri, held annually on October

9 and 10, prompts local inhabitants to
start their winter preparations. The
greatest attractions are the eleven yatai
floats, which are designated as significant
intangible folk cultural assets.
Takayama City, Gifu Prefecture
October 9 and 10
NAGASAKI KUNCHI FESTIVAL
This autumn festival held at Suwa Shrine
has a history of 370 years, and is now
held every year for three days starting
on October 7 in accordance with the
solar calendar, drawing large numbers
of tourists from both inside and outside
Nagasaki Prefecture.
Kaminishiyama-machi, Nagasaki City
October 7 to 9
TOKYO INTERNATIONAL FILM FESTIVAL
The Tokyo International Film Festival
celebrates its twenty-seventh year in 2015.
It is Japan’s one and only international film
festival recognized by the International
Federation of Film Producers Associations,
also Asia’s largest, and is always a lively
showcase for cinematic entertainment.
TOHO Cinemas Roppongi Hills, Tokyo
October 22 to 31

January

DEZOME-SHIKI
Organized by the Tokyo Fire Department,
this event is held to pray for a safe year.
Although similar events are held throughout
Japan, this spectacular New Year’s Parade of
Firemen features over a hundred fire engines
and helicopters, and large-scale firefighting
and emergency drills.
Tokyo Big Sight
January 6

February

SAPPORO SNOW FESTIVAL
Rows of small and large snow sculptures
are created and displayed at three sites in
Sapporo City during this snow festival, which
draws two million people, including many
overseas tourists. Odori Park, located in the
city center, serves as the main venue, and a
space extending 1.5 kilometers is transformed
into a snow museum. International Square
becomes the stage for the International Snow
Sculpture Contest, at which over ten teams
from the world over compete every year.
Sapporo City, Hokkaido
Seven days, starting in the second week of
February

TOKYO MOTOR SHOW
This trade fair offers a chance to see the
latest automotive designs and technologies,
and is considered one of the top five motor
shows in the world. This year marks the
forty-fourth show, and will have the theme
“With more freedom . . . change for cars,
change for lifestyles, change for society.”
Tokyo Big Sight
October 29 to November 8

December

OGA NAMAHAGE FESTIVAL
This festival features a tradition passed
down from ancient times around Oga City
in Akita Prefecture. On New Year’s Eve,
a group consisting of two to three young
village men disguise themselves as a
rather grotesque deity called Namahage,
resembling an oni (demon). Wearing large
masks, straw raincoats and loincloths,
holding wooden knives and pails, they go
dancing along and visiting houses at night,
roaring and frightening misbehaving
children and others.
Oga City, Akita Prefecture
December 31

PHOTO: ©YASUFUMI NISHI ©JNTO

March

OMIZUTORI
Priests at Todai-ji Temple, famous for its
enormous statue of Buddha, confess their
sins before the Eleven-Faced Kannon (the
goddess of mercy) enshrined in Nigatsu-do
Hall, and also pray for world peace and a rich
harvest for fourteen consecutive days. This
ritual, called Shuni-e, has been practiced
since 752.
Todai-ji Temple, Nara City
March 1 to 14

Information by Japan National Tourist Office
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The Old Man
Who Made
Flowers Bloom

O

NCE upon a time, a kind old man and a
greedy old man lived as neighbors right
next door to each other.
One day as the kind old man was tilling his fields,
he heard the greedy old man shouting angrily. “Go
away! Stay out of my fields!” Soon after, the kind
old man saw a little puppy running away from the
greedy old man and coming toward him.
“There, there, let him be,” the kind old man said
to the greedy old man, and decided to keep the little
puppy. He doted on the dog, which soon grew to be
big and strong.
One day, the dog led the kind old man to a certain
spot in the hills behind the house and said: “Woof,
woof! Dig here!” When his master did so, he pulled a
wealth of gold coins out of the hole. Seeing this, the
greedy old neighbor secretly took the dog and forced
it to go into the hills with him. The dog grew tired
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and fell to the ground. When the greedy old man
dug there, however, only snakes and monsters
came out of the hole. In a rage, he killed the dog.
Heartbroken, the kind old man erected a grave
for his dog, and planted a small tree by its side.
The tree quickly grew into a towering giant, and
the kind old man heard a voice from somewhere
telling him to cut the tree down and make a rice
mortar. He did so, but when he used the mortar
to make rice cakes, the rice cakes turned into
gold. Seeing this, the greedy old man stole the
mortar. When he tried to make rice cakes with
it, however, the rice turned to ash instead. The
mortar then snapped itself in two, staining the
greedy old man’s face black with ash. Enraged,
the greedy old man pounded what was left of the
mortar to bits and burned it in his stove.
Saddened, the kind old man gathered up the

More about cherry
blossoms in Japan

ashes of the mortar and began spreading them
over his fields, but the wind picked up the ashes
and blew them away. The ashes settled on some
withered trees nearby, which glowed with light
and then sprouted beautiful cherry blossoms.
Overjoyed, the kind old man gathered up the
remaining ashes and sprinkled them on other
withered trees, which also grew lush with
cherry blossoms.
Hearing this tale, the local lord came to visit.
When he saw the kind old man make withered
old trees bloom with cherry flowers, he was
delighted, and gave him many great rewards.
Seeing this, the greedy old man mimicked
the kind old man and sprinkled ashes on
withered trees as well, but the ashes blew into
the lord’s face instead. Enraged, the lord threw
the greedy old man into prison.

The cherry blossoms the kind old man caused
to bloom are a traditional sign of spring in
Japan. In Okinawa, which enjoys a warm climate
throughout the year, cherry blossoms appear
from mid-January to early March. In late March,
the cherry trees begin to bloom gradually from
south to north across Japan. In Hokkaido,
which lies at the northernmost tip of Japan, the
cherry trees begin blooming in May. Forecasts
of when the cherry trees are expected to
blossom are constantly aired on TV and printed
in newspapers, and the people of Japan follow
them with great interest, eager to learn when
the trees in their own town will bloom.
When the cherry trees do bloom, people in
Japan bring food and drink and gather with
their friends and coworkers beneath the trees for
parties known as hanami, or “flower viewing.”
This custom is said to go back to the Nara Period
(710-794).
The profusion of beautiful pink and white
cherry blossoms creates quite a magical scene
in the springtime in Japan. Why not visit the
country and see it for yourself?

Cherry blossoms at Chidorigafuchi
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Body Gauge
The advent of a form-fitting
sheet-type biometric data sensor
BIFUE USHIJIMA

A
Professor Takao
Someya
University of
Tokyo School of
Engineering

26

S the prospect for the possibilities
of leveraging big data in medical
fields swells, the need for sensor
technology that can acquire
biometric data in all possible conditions has
grown as well. Since these measurements
can be taken from daily biometric sensory
information—as opposed to blood or
diagnostic imaging data collected at medical
institutions—the goal is to use this data to
advance preventive care and boost health.
The sheet-type sensor that Professor
Takao Someya of the University of Tokyo’s
School of Engineering has developed
attaches directly to the skin to measure
biometric data. The sheet features a highperformance organic transistor integrated
circuit layered on ultra-thin high polymer
film, and is just 1.4 micrometers thick—
about a tenth the thickness of plastic food
wrap. Like an adhesive compress sheet, it
can twist, shrink and stretch and still stay
in place.
To capture biometric data, the sheet
needs to be made from highly biocompatible
materials and remain in contact with the
skin even when subjected to complicated
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movements such as bending and
twisting. By mixing polyvinyl alcohol—a
common component in adhesives—into
a polyrotaxane gel, Professor Someya
developed a water-based adhesive gel that
can increase its adhesive properties on
surfaces. Only the area with electrodes
would be adhesive, and it can adhere firmly
even to moistened biological tissue. By
irradiating it with light, the adhesive gel can
be given various shapes.
The prototype integrated circuits were
arranged in a 12 x 12 formation (144 sensors)
in four-millimeter intervals over an area
measuring 4.8 square centimeters. They
can measure the faint electrical signals the
body emits with extraordinary precision. An
experiment succeeded in gauging various
biometric levels by applying the sheet to the
finger joint area. Furthermore, when a sheet
was directly applied to the surface of a rat’s
heart, highly precise electro-cardio signals
were detectable.
“By applying the sheet directly to the
heart, we can detect electrical signals taken
from surfaces that would be difficult to
read from outside the body, enabling its

The sensor’s circuits can precisely measure the body’s faint
electrical signals

The sensor sheet on a finger

The sheet adheres even when the
surface alters shape

use in diagnostics that can potentially be very
helpful but different from traditional methods of
examination,” Professor Someya says hopefully.
Since adhesive materials eventually lose their
stickiness, the sensors can be removed without
difficulty from locations such as the skin or surface
of the heart after measurements are taken. The
sensor sheet’s adhesive qualities and duration of
use can be predetermined in accordance with how
and where it will be placed. Because it is being
applied to organic surfaces, adjusting the stickiness
is the key; making it too sticky will make removal
difficult, and if it isn’t sticky enough, it won’t
adhere properly.
As a specialist in the research of organic
transistors, Professor Someya has been renowned
for developing the world’s thinnest, lightest
and most flexible sensor sheet. In the drive to
develop even thinner and more flexible sheets, he
eventually devised a sensor that could be directly
applied to the body. The problems he faced in
development were many and complex. “Electronic
devices deteriorate from contact with water and
oxygen, so hot and humid conditions are the
worst environment,” he explains. “Yet safety is
an absolute requirement, and we also had to deal
with the difficulty of developing a sensor that

could operate reliably without becoming disrupted by
complicated movements.”
Professor Someya’s sensor sheet can continuously
conduct high-precision sensory operations under
conditions so natural that subjects do not even
perceive they are being monitored. Since it is clear
that this device can be used inside the body in
locations such as the heart, its use is anticipated in
a variety of fields, including medicine, healthcare,
sports and welfare. Advancing to human applications
requires confirmation of issues such as safety and
biocompatibility, but as the ultimate wearable device,
it holds potential for expanding the possibilities of
electronic devices.

Professor Someya developed a water-based adhesive gel
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IndigoDreams
Bryan Whitehead

Preserving and
Passing Down
Japanese Textile
Techniques

HELEN A. LANGFORD-MATSUI

T

HE intensity of purple-blue indigo dye—
aizome in Japanese—mirrors the concentrated
devotion required to prepare it. From
planting seeds to harvesting, drying,
fermenting, and finally to dyeing, it’s a yearlong
process that, while once common, is now pursued by
only a small number of artisans.
One of those artisans is Canadian Bryan Whitehead,
who has been farming, processing and working with
the dye for twenty-one years. Based in a mountain
village on the edge of the small town of Fujino on the
west side of Tokyo, Bryan first began to explore the
ancient dyeing technique in 1994.
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Now he farms a hundred-tsubo (roughly 330
square meters) field of Polygonum tinctorium, one
of the plants from which the pigment for making
indigo can be extracted. A good summer yields three
harvests of leaves, which Bryan ferments over the fall
and winter months. He uses the resulting composted
indigo paste to dye textiles and self-reeled and spun
silk thread. He’s also been raising silkworms and
processing silk as well as weaving textiles from the
silk he produces for nineteen years.
It’s a far cry from a career in advertising, which is
what Bryan imagined himself doing after finishing
school. Quickly deciding that a future of promoting
materialism wasn’t for him, he left Canada for Asia,
arriving in Japan on his twenty-fifth birthday with
a five-year plan. He began his creative career by
studying sumi-e (Japanese ink painting). Somewhere
along the line, however, his interest shifted to
textiles, and five years became twenty-six and
counting.
Bryan explains that he “loves luxury; well-made,
handmade goods, and the sophisticated attention to

2

4

3

5

detail and design” common to Japanese textiles and
other things Japanese. Japan, he continues, is also
good for craftspeople, with a supportive, appreciative
audience and a long, rich cultural history from which
to draw.
That history includes an indigo industry that is said
to stretch back at least a thousand years, reaching its
peak during the Edo Period (1603-1868) when textiles
dyed a deep blue were ubiquitous. The creation of a
synthetic indigo dye in the late nineteenth century,
however, saw traditional indigo production drop
dramatically, putting time-honored techniques at risk
of disappearing altogether.
Bryan is part of an indigo revival of sorts, as people
the world over rediscover the depth and variety of
color that traditionally made indigo can produce.
For the past ten years, he’s been teaching dyeing
techniques to a steady stream of students both local
and international at his 170-year-old farmhouse.
Bryan’s workshops, held in spring and autumn for
ten days at a time, draw everyone from professional
designers working for famous fashion houses to
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Showing the traditional dyeing process
Examples of the depth and variety of color that natural indigo
dye can produce
Bryan both weaves and dyes textiles
Silk hung and ready for dyeing
Workshop participants wear indigo garments they produced

textile enthusiasts and natural dye hobbyists. The
groups are kept small—just seven to ten students—to
maximize individual attention and instruction.
The workshops cover Bryan’s passions: the history
of textiles in Japan, weaving and silk processing, and
most importantly, the indigo dyeing techniques of
shibori (shape-resist dyeing) and katazome (stencil
dyeing). Bryan also introduces students to other
traditional crafts during these workshops.
Bryan’s aspirations are to share his knowledge,
with becoming a better teacher topping the list. “I
enjoy watching my students progress,” he explains,
adding that what you learn in your twenties and
thirties, you give away in your forties and beyond.
What Bryan is giving goes beyond the norm,
though; not only is he imparting his knowledge to
others, he’s giving aizome a new lease on life.
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SELENA HOY

S

HE’s inescapable:
visible from almost
anywhere you go in
Yamanashi Prefecture,
Mount Fuji presides over a
wooded and mountainous
region featuring lush valleys
bursting with fruit and flowers.
In the summer, she welcomes
numerous climbers who scale
the peak. In the springtime,
Mount Fuji with cherry
blossoms in the foreground is a
picture-perfect combination of
two quintessentially Japanese
symbols.
Long venerated and
sometimes feared, as many
believed that a god dwells in

the mountain, the sleeping
volcano has several climbing
routes. The most popular is
the Yoshida Trail, starting
from southern Yamanashi
near Fujiyoshida City and Lake
Kawaguchi. Around 180,000
climbers a year start here,
stopping at the base of the
path at Kitaguchi Hongu Fuji
Sengen-jinja Shrine before
their climb. The mountain
is now known as a World
Heritage site, but people have
paid homage to her for several
thousand years. With a history
of nineteen centuries, this
Shinto shrine is the home
of the Fuji-ko sect, which is
dedicated to worshipping this
mountain.

An iconic combination: Mount Fuji and
cherry blossoms

When visiting Yamanashi,
visitors may want to consume
some local stick-to-yourribs cuisine called houtou, a
fortifying noodle dish similar
to udon. At Sengenchaya,
which specializes in houtou, the
noodles are thick, hand-cut,
and made from wheat flour, but
the commonalities end there.
Thicker than traditional udon,
houtou noodles are put straight
into a white miso-based broth
rather than boiled separately,
so the soup absorbs the flour
and becomes almost like a
stew, studded generously with
hearty mountain vegetables
like burdock root, shiitake
mushrooms, carrots and
kabocha squash.

The ropeway that takes travelers up Mount Kachikachi

Houtou is filled with thick noodles and
mountain vegetables

Those who just want to take in
the scenery rather than tackle the
ascent should catch the ropeway at
Mount Kachikachi, or “Crackling
Mountain.” Immortalized in a short
story by Osamu Dazai as well as a
famous folktale, Mount Kachikachi
provides an excellent vista of
both Lake Kawaguchi and Mount
Fuji from its peak of 1075 meters.
Characters from the folktale—a
tanuki (raccoon dog) and a rabbit—
appear in statue form around the
lookout point, and tanuki dango—
big, fluffy mochi (rice cake) balls
dipped in a sticky sweet soy sauce
and emblazoned with Mount Fuji—
are available for snacking.
The famous mountain isn’t
the only game in this prefecture.
The green plains ringed by

Kitaguchi Hongu Fuji Sengen-jinja Shrine, at the base of the
Yoshida Trail

Tanuki dango: a delicious snack to try
while visiting “Crackling Mountain”

YAMANASHI

steep mountains have a wide
temperature range and plenty
of sun, making it an ideal
environment for growing fruit.
The “fruit bowl prefecture” is a
major producer known for all kinds
of fruits, including strawberries,
peaches, plums, cherries and
especially grapes. In fact,
Yamanashi has more wineries than
any other prefecture in Japan—
over eighty—and grows over a
hundred varieties of grapes.
Château Mercian is one such
winery, and has been bottling for
more than a century, producing
over thirty different wines. The
winery makes vintages that go
especially well with Japanese
cuisine, using domestically
developed grapes like the Muscat

Yamanashi has more wineries
that any other prefecture

Bailey A and the Koshu varieties,
as well as Merlot, Cabernet
Sauvignon and Chardonnay.
Served at Japanese embassies
abroad to introduce foreign
dignitaries to Japanese wine, these
vintages have started making
inroads abroad, especially on the
U.S. West Coast and in the UK.
Visitors to the château can sit on
an expanse of green overlooking
the vineyards and the surrounding
mountains while they savor the
natural beauty and bounty of
Yamanashi poured into a glass.
This prefecture seated at the
foot of Mount Fuji offers history,
a World Heritage site, memorable
scenery and cuisine, making it
a worthwhile destination in any
season.
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Koraku Bento

W

hen spring arrives in Japan, the season
sparks numerous activities: hanami
(flower-viewing) parties held under and around
flowering cherry trees, sporting events, daytrips
and frequent occasions to dine with friends and
family out of doors. This is when special koraku
bento (picnic lunchboxes) make their appearance.
People like to make journeys to the countryside
and bring food along. Staple items in these

picnic lunches include rice balls, omelets,
fried chicken, and cocktail wieners with their
ends cut to resemble octopus tentacles. The
picnickers spread out tarps and set out a range
of gorgeous bento boxes—usually holding more
food than can be eaten—for all to enjoy. Having
a lively time eating delicious, homemade picnic
lunches amid the warm, sunny weather of
spring is an experience you won’t soon forget.
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